2002 explorer wont start

Diagnosing a cranking engine that refuses to start may involve troubleshooting more than one
system on your Ford Explorer. However, it is a good idea to start with the easier and more
common causes such as an empty fuel tank and low battery charge. And use common sense.
For example, if your Explorer was serviced recently, then the associated components are a
good place to start. Read the battery voltage using a voltmeter and make sure that it has
enough charge to operate the starter motor. Your battery should have close to Examine the
connections between the battery and the starter and make sure that they are tight and clean.
Loose or dirty connections will prevent proper current flow. Inspect the fuel system and verify
that fuel is reaching the fuel injectors. If possible, pull one of the fuel injectors and check for
fuel spray; also, you may use a nod light connected to an injector connector and make sure that
the vehicle computer is sending electrical pulses. If there is no fuel reaching the engine but the
injector is receiving voltage, then check the fuel filter for clogs. If the filter is more than a year
old, then consider replacing it. Troubleshoot the fuel pump if necessary. Check for spark in the
ignition system. Pull one of the spark plug wires, connect a spark tester to the wire and ground
it to the engine. A bright blue spark should jump the tester gap as you crank the engine.
Otherwise, you might have a problem in the ignition system. Troubleshoot the spark plug wires,
ignition coil and the rest of the ignition system if necessary. Measure the spark plugs' gap with
a wire feeler gauge, if you installed new plugs or they are two or more years old. Examine the
timing chain. A worn out or jumped chain will fail to synchronize pistons and valves and prevent
the engine from starting. Take your Explorer to an auto shop and have them check the
compression and troubleshoot for a possible engine mechanical failure if necessary. Since Dan
Ferrell has contributed general and consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. His
work has appeared in Texas, New Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Step 1 Make sure
that the tank contains enough fuel to start the engine. Step 2 Read the battery voltage using a
voltmeter and make sure that it has enough charge to operate the starter motor. Step 3 Examine
the connections between the battery and the starter and make sure that they are tight and clean.
Step 4 Inspect the fuel system and verify that fuel is reaching the fuel injectors. Step 5 Check for
spark in the ignition system. Step 6 Measure the spark plugs' gap with a wire feeler gauge, if
you installed new plugs or they are two or more years old. Step 7 Examine the timing chain.
Duffy; Voltmeter Nod light, if necessary Spark plug tester, if necessary Wire feeler gauge, if
necessary. Drove my ford explorer sport NOT sport trac on several errands. After coming out of
one of the stores the truck would crank but not start. Towed it to a friend's house heated
garage. Replaced the fuel filter, crank sensor, checked the emergency gas shut off, Car has fuel
at least up to the filter. After changing the filter when it still wouldn't start I popped the
connection again and it was charged. So I assume it has fuel plan to see if I can find the
schrader valve today and do a pressure check. Checked for spark. I have spark. Shot starting
fluid in the intake and still would not even give me a Bump, just cranked. Checked for fuel
injector pulse with a NOID light. NO codes come up. Guys at autozone suspect a sensor, but
which one and how to tell with no codes? Rowefast answered 4 years ago. I should also add
that there is no RPM movement on the gauge when cranking. I will take a better look at the
anti-theft light today also. I didn't notice anything obviously different and I have used 2 different
keys but some suggested the anti-theft system. Thanks for the help so far. Further update.
Checked fuel pressure it was at 55 lbs. Still turns over has fuel and spark but no start. Verified
spark by pulling spark wire, putting a new plug in it and then holding near ground while
cranking engine. Spark was strong and white. Still no reaction when squirting starting fluid in
the intake. Visually saw the cam shaft turn but no reading on the tach. The anti-theft light did
not blink comes on when key is turned but goes right out , so I assume the anti-theft is not an
issue. Otherwise, how do you "turn it off"? The only things I can think of is that maybe the
replacement Cam sensor or crank sensors are bad unlikely but it happens , or maybe the main
computer is bad? Or, a bad ground somewhere but how do you find them all? Anyone have any
other ideas worth testing? Will try compression test tomorrow if I can get a tester. My buddies
and I are at a lost. Thanks for all the help so far. If it where a cam sensor or a crank sensor, it
would show up in the codes. Checking the compression may tell the story, so let us know. It is
possible the timing chain guides and tensioners are worn creating slop in the chain possible
jumping a tooth or so. Squirting starting fluid in it should have started. Check to see how much
slop is in the timing chain since you can see the camshaft, by manually turning the engine
clockwise until the cam moves, then see how far back the crank move counter-clockwise before
the cam starts to turn. You can measure this from the timing mark on the end of the crankshaft
pulley. Didi the compression check today and the driver's side had 0 pressure so it looks like I
will be looking for a new truck. Thanks for all the help and advice. I have a explorer sport. My
car was low on gas so i went to fill up at the gas station. After it was full, i tried to start my car
and it was clicking. I bought a new battery and replaced it. I'm having a problem with my 03

explorer to start. I started it up and backed it out of carport, turned car off to load stuff and now
it wont start. Everything cranks over, dash lights work, door We recently replaced our fuel
pump. Drove the car a week. It turns over but wont start. Im thinking maybe the fuel filter or fuel
pump reset switch CarGurus has 37 nationwide Explorer Sport listings and the tools to find you
a great deal. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer Sport
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford
Explorer Sport Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. I was working at the back of the car and left the front door open.
What should I do. Michael answered 9 years ago. Found this in the explorer forum.. Hope it
helps.. Put the key in the ignition, and turn forward all the way just before cranking. This should
reset the alarm, and reset the grounded relay on the starter wire, allowing you to start the
engine. At this point, the only thing working would be the keyless entry from the alarm, if it
came equipped that way. Just Repeat these steps to place it back to usable armed mode. You
may get 2 chirps, confirming it, and the lights may flash twice as well. That should do it. OJ
answered 9 years ago. The situation I describe is on my 99 explorer. A locksmith was changing
the ignition switch and after doing so went through the program sequence for the new lock. He
could not get the car to turn over. After an hour I returned and he was still having difficulty. I
noticed the drivers side door was open and he manually pushed down the door lock. On the 99,
if you do this you have to use the key fob to lock then unlock the door for it to start. Hope it
works. Godislove answered 6 years ago. Robertlee2 answered 5 years ago. I have a Explorer the
alarm totally shut it down. A friend said disconnect battery ,wait 2 minutes, hook back up wait 2
minutes ,turn key on ,wait for chiming to quit ,turn key no then off 3 times will hear a reset
clicking and horn honk. I did this! OJ answered 5 years ago. Robert: Enter the vehicle and close
the door. If the engine cranks, but does not start, then the problem is not with the anti-theft
system. Rebekah answered 4 years ago. So I got a Ford Explorer just bought it went to hook a
car stereo system in it now the theft light is blinking it'll turn over but not start I've looked on
these pages and done everything these people that tried but still nothing works please help and
cannot find this little button underneath the dash spring loaded cannot find. Trisha answered 4
years ago. Take off the top cover of the steering wheel or theres a little square cover you can
pop open with a screw driver. Put the screw driver in the opening and push down on this piece
that is spring loaded and pull down on your shifter. Put your car back in Park and start your car!
Hope this helps you guys! Guru9R48 answered 3 years ago. Hany answered 3 years ago.
GuruYZHN answered 3 years ago. I have a ford explore as well. On Aug 22nd of i drove it to the
store and it drove fine. I came out and tried to start and the dash lights worked, windows ect but
would not turn over. I replaced the battery, alternator, starter and stater relay fuse 50amp, and
power relay also 50amp. Today I drove to work and noticed that the message center light and
radio light went dim and came back on strong after a few mins. When I got off work same thing
no start. I am working on a explorer, after the seconds interval, it will pop up "no loaded key".
GuruTD9X3 answered 2 years ago. I have a Ford Exporer and I replaced the battery. I leave a
little red light that flashes quickly when you unlock the doors. This light is no longer on. The
horn goes off if you try to start the car now. I think the theft control could probably be reset if I
could find the reset button. My hood release doesn't look like your video and I can't find a
button. Dodatagain1 answered 2 years ago. My ford explorer won't start I changed my starterd
and my battery and my alternater it still won't start now my ford explorer won't cut off when I
turn the key ignition switch off what the problem please help me out. Skwezoo answered about
a year ago. Roll driver window down, get out lock door with key, remove key. Unlock door with
key and try to start. I have a Ford explorer xlt with key on I have power at the dash lights but it
won't turn over and the fuel pump will not come on. GuruJNG64 answered 6 months ago. Up
against that is a fuel reset button up underneath the dash on the passenger side right next to
the sidewall. Press that will fix your problem. I have a Ford Explorer. The theft light rapidly
blinks when turn the ignition to the start position. Try to crank it over and nothing happens.
Read your forums and tried to locate a valet swit A couple of days ago our good ole Explorer
started acting strange as I was driving it. Did this I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get

Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Testing a Cranks but Does Not Start condition on
your 4. In this tutorial, I'll go into the basics of a no start condition and show you some of the
step-by-step tutorials that'll help you get to the bottom of the problem. There's a big difference
between a no crank and a no start condition. Here's a brief description of both conditions:. No
Start Condition: The engine cranks turns over like it wants to start but it never does. The usual
culprits are:. No Crank Condition The engine does not turn over when you turn the key to start
your Ford vehicle. This is usually due to:. To successfully troubleshoot the cause of the no start
condition of your Ford 4. So, when your Ford 4. This basic piece of
2003 dodge dakota radiator
stomach parts diagram
ford code p1316
information will make you aware that you need to see if the problem is being caused by a
problem in the fuel system, or in the ignition system, or in the Engine Mechanical system. OK,
the list of possible things that can go wrong looks pretty long but it is rare to see or have two
different components go bad from two separate systems at the same time. The cool thing is, is
that there is a diagnostic strategy that you can use to figure out exactly what's wrong with your
particular no-start problem. Let's find out more about it in the next subheading. I thought I did
once, but I was wrong. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1
Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Do NOT
follow this link or you will be banned from the site!

